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Alphavirus genome function is controlled by elements at both the 5′ and 3′ ends. The 5′ 220 nt of the Sindbis virus genome is predicted to
consist of four stem–loop structures the first of which has been demonstrated to be required for efficient minus-strand RNA synthesis. To
understand the role of the structure of the first stem–loop (SL1) in regulating genome function, we performed enzymatic and chemical probing
analyses. There were significant differences between the computer-predicted structures and our experimental data. In the 5′ terminus, two loop
regions appear to be interacting in a complex and interdependent fashion with non-Watson–Crick interactions involving multiple adenosine
residues playing a critical role in determining the overall structure. Some of the mutations that disrupted these interactions had significant affects,
both positive and negative, on minus-strand synthesis, and translational efficiency was generally increased. In the context of full-length virus,
these structural changes resulted in reduced virus growth kinetics particularly in mosquito cells suggesting host-specific effects of mutations in this
region of the viral genome. Possible SL1 structures based on our experimental data are discussed.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Keywords: Translation; Minus_strand; RNA structureIntroduction
The genome of plus-strand RNA viruses is a multifunctional
molecule serving as a template for both translation and minus-
strand RNA synthesis. For productive virus replication to
occur, these two processes are presumably temporally
controlled in order to allow the minus-strand synthetic complex
to progress along the genome without colliding with a
translating ribosome (Barton et al., 1999; Gamarnik and
Andino, 1998). For certain viral systems, the 5′UTR has been
demonstrated to be critical in controlling these processes
(Barton et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2001; Frolov et al., 2001;
Gorchakov et al., 2004; Herold and Andino, 2001; Teterina et
al., 2001; Walter et al., 2002; You and Padmanabhan, 1999).
This region is bound by both host and viral factors in a
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genome. It is therefore apparent that to fully understand the
events regulated by this genomic element, its structure and the
effects of structural changes must be understood.
SIN is the type species of the Alphavirus genus, a group of
mosquito-borne pathogens with significant public health
importance (Griffin, 2001). The SIN genome is a single strand
of plus-sense RNA approximately 11.7 kb in length (Strauss et
al., 1984). This RNA contains two large open reading frames,
one encoding the non-structural proteins responsible for
synthesis of viral RNA, and the other encoding the structural
proteins that in conjunction with genomic RNA comprise the
mature virion. The non-structural protein ORF is immediately
translated from the genome in a cap-dependent manner
following its introduction into the host cell cytosol. In the
case of SIN, two polyproteins are produced P123 and P1234
(Li and Rice, 1989; Strauss et al., 1983). P1234 is produced by
a translational readthrough event of the opal codon at the end of
the nsP3 coding region, which occurs approximately 10% of
the time (Li and Rice, 1993). Processing of P1234 to P123 and
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viral components of the minus-strand replicase complex. This
complex recognizes and copies the genome from which it was
translated. There is strong evidence that the genome is
recognized by the minus-strand replicase through an interaction
with the 5′ UTR followed by recognition of the 3′ conserved
sequence element by nsP4 (Frolov et al., 2001; Thal et al.,
2006).
The 5′ end of the genome is predicted to be highly
structured. The M-fold algorithm predicts four stem–loop
structures within the 5′ 220 nt (SL1, SL2, SL3, and SL4)
(Frolov et al., 2001; Zuker, 2003; Zuker et al., 1999). Deletion
or disruption of each of these predicted stem–loop structures
has been demonstrated to affect minus-strand RNA synthesis
and their complement in the minus-strand RNA influences the
efficiency of plus-strand synthesis (Frolov et al., 2001). While
SL2, SL3, and SL4 significantly influence viral RNA syn-
thesis, only SL1 is essential for efficient minus-strand synthesis
(Frolov et al., 2001). Folding simulations of the 5′ end of
Toto1101 sequence (based on a small plaque variant of the HR
strain of SIN (Strauss et al., 1984)) using Vienna, M-fold, or
Kinefold software provide two alternative stable structures for
SL1 (nt 1–45) (Hofacker, 2003; Xayaphoummine et al., 2003;
Zuker, 2003). In all analyses, SL2 is very stable and essentially
acts to isolate SL1 as an independent folding module (Frolov et
al., 2001). Vienna and M-fold software predict the same
structure for SL1 (Fig. 1A). The 5′ five nucleotides are
predicted to be single-stranded (ss), progressing into a 4 base
pair (bp) exclusively G:C helix from C6:G38 to C9:G35
(H1b). The sequence from G10 to A22 is predicted to fold as
hairpin loop (H1c and L1a). H1c is a 5 bp helix extending
from G10:U22 to U14:A19 terminating in L1a, a 4 nt loop
(A15 to C18). Loop 1b (L1b) is an A-rich 11 nt bulge-loop
flanked on the 5′ side by H1c and on the 3′ side by H1b. When
5′ sequence from the SIN strain AR339 (A5G; McKnight et
al., 1996) was analyzed, the 5′ terminus was predicted to form
a 5 bp helix (H1a) that extended from A1:U44 to G5:C40 (Fig.
1B). Other than this, the prediction was the same as for HRsp
sequence. These predicted folds are consistent with previously
published predictions and have formed the basis for prior
analysis of SL1.Fig. 1. Computer predictions of SL1 structures. (A) M-fold and Vienna prediction for
and loops used throughout the text are shown. (C) Kinefold prediction for SL1 showIn contrast to the Vienna and M-fold software, Kinefold
allows for the identification of potential knot and pseudoknot
structures (Xayaphoummine et al., 2003). Analysis using this
software predicted the formation of a 4 bp helix involving the 5′
terminus and L1b resulting in a pseudoknot-like (PK) structure
(Fig. 1C). This structure forms between nt 2–5 and nt 30–27 (in
L1b). Changing A5 to G disrupted the PK in simulations (Fig.
1B) leaving the 5′ terminus free to form helix 1a (H1a). If such a
PK exists, then this would lead to double-stranded signature in
L1b.
Deletions and substitution mutations have been demon-
strated to be lethal or require significant second-site changes to
restore virus production (Frolov et al., 2001; Gorchakov et al.,
2004; Niesters and Strauss, 1990). In many cases, AU-rich
elements are added to the mutant 5′ termini that restore virus
production. These AU-rich RNA elements are predicted to be
unstructured and led to the proposal that single-stranded RNA at
the 5′ terminus was necessary for minus-strand synthesis
(Gorchakov et al., 2004). However, a deletion of nt 2–4 of
genome leaving only two 5′ residues predicted to be single-
stranded by M-fold analysis had almost no effect on minus-
strand synthesis (Frolov et al., 2001). These results suggest that
the mechanism by which 5′ additions suppress the effects of
SL1 substitutions is distinct from the means by which wild-type
SIN SL1 functions during minus-strand synthesis.
Our aim in this study was to begin to understand how the
structure of SIN 5′ SL1 affects virus genome function. We have
performed enzymatic and chemical analyses of SL1 structure
and determined that there were significant differences between
the predicted structures and our experimental data. In the 5′
terminus, L1a and L1b appear to interact in a complex and
interdependent fashion. Mutations that disrupted these interac-
tions had significant affects, both positive and negative, on
minus-strand synthesis, whereas translational efficiency was
generally increased compared to wt (A5). In the context of full-
length virus, these structural changes resulted in reduced virus
growth kinetics particularly in mosquito cells suggesting host-
specific affects of mutations in this region of the viral genome as
previously reported (Gorchakov et al., 2004; Niesters and
Strauss, 1990). Possible SL1 structures based on our experi-
mental data are discussed.SL1. (B) M-fold and Vienna predictions for SL1 A5G. The identities of helices
ing the pseudoknot between the 5′ end of the genome and L1b.
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Enzymatic analysis of SL1 RNA structure
To examine the solution structure of the 5′ terminus we
prepared [32P]-5′-end-labeled RNA fragments encoding SL1 or
SL1+SL2 (46 or 154 nt), respectively. RNA double-stranded
(ds) and single-stranded (ss) regions were determined by
enzymatic digestion with RNase T1 (recognizes unpaired G
residues), V1 (recognizes helical and stacked regions), and T2
(recognizes unpaired ANC, U, or G residues) (Ehresmann et al.,
1987). Alkaline hydrolysis and RNase T1 digestion in the
presence of urea were used to generate ladders for assigning
particular bands to specific positions in the sequence (Brunel
and Romby, 2000; Ehresmann et al., 1987; Knapp, 1989). As
T1, V1, and T2 cleave the phosphate backbone of RNA slightly
differently leaving 3′-OH or 3′-phosphate groups, the assigna-
tion of base identity was determined by removal of 3′ phosphateFig. 2. Enzymatic probing of wt SL1 RNA structure using T1, V1, and T2 RNases.
methods. The identity of important residues is shown at the side of the gel. U is p
hydrolysis. Products were separated on 15% denaturing polyacrylamide gels and dete
of enzyme in the reaction (see Materials and methods for details of enzyme concentrat
M-fold prediction are highlighted in red. Activity of the specified enzyme is shown by
denotes strong activity.groups from labeled products using polynucleotide kinase (data
not shown) (Brown and Bevilacqua, 2005).
An example of one RNase structural experiment with the A5
form of SL1+SL2 is shown in Fig. 2A. RNase V1 analysis
indicates that nt U2 to A5 are susceptible to cleavage supporting
a ds assignment. This interpretation is strengthened by the lack
of RNase T1 activity at position G4. Potential binding partners
were predicted to be nt U44 to C41 forming a helix analogous to
H1a (Fig. 1B), or bp U28 to A31 forming a PK (Fig. 1C). RNase
V1 activity was detected from nt C40 to A42. Weak T2 activity
from nt 40 to 43 suggests transient opening of H1a or a sharp
bend in the backbone facilitating cleavage by both V1 and T2
enzymes (Auron et al., 1982; Lowman and Draper, 1986; Vary
and Vournakis, 1984). V1 activity from A27 to A30 with U28
being most reactive supports the Kinefold prediction of a PK
interaction between this region and the 5′ end. The Kinefold
model predicts a 4 bp PK from 2:31 to 5:28 that is the minimum
size needed for PK formation (Pleij and Bosch, 1989; Pleij et al.,(A) RNAwas prepared and digested with RNases as described in Materials and
robe treated as experimental samples but with no enzyme added, H is alkaline
cted by phosphorimagery. Triangles above the lanes indicate decreasing amounts
ions). (B) Residues for which the susceptibility to RNase digestion did not fit the
triangles, white denotes weak activity, grey denotes intermediate activity, black
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may not be occurring, but does not preclude a PK formation as
this nucleotide is also unreactive with T2 making a base pairing
assignment difficult. These data together indicate that the 5′ end
of SL1 may transition between an H1a-like structure and PK
conformations.
H1b is predicted to have 4 G:C bp (bp 6:38 to 9:35) and was
consistently detected by RNase T1 analysis through the lack of
activity at G7 and G8. Analysis with V1 showed strong
reactivity at nt C6 to C10 and nt G35 to C37. Weak V1 activity
at nt 38 may indicate strain on the 6:38 bp making this bp less
accessible to V1 (Auron et al., 1982; Lowman and Draper,
1986). Additional V1 activity was detected at nt G10 and was
consistently the most reactive base, and significant V1 activity
was observed for nt U11. In conjunction with V1 activity
observed at nt A32, C33, and A34, these data suggest that H1b
may be longer than predicted by modeling extending from C6:
G38 to U11:A32 with A34 possibly being bulged, but partially
sensitive to V1. Alternative base pairing partners for G10 and
U11 are C20 and A19, both of which are susceptible to V1
cleavage. Partial sensitivity of nt G10, U11 and A12 to T2
suggests breathing of this end of H1b or a strong bend in the
backbone in this region (Auron et al., 1982; Lowman and
Draper, 1986; Vary and Vournakis, 1984).
H1c as modeled by computer algorithms involves bp from
G10:U23 to U14:A19 terminated with a 4 nt ACAC loop (L1a).
As stated above, enzymatic analyses suggest G10, U11, and
A12 to be in a different conformation than predicted. Residues
U21, A22, and U23 display little susceptibility to V1, but are
susceptible to T2 cleavage indicating they are ss and precluding
computer-predicted base pairing with G10 to A12. G13 is
highly reactive with T1 and T2 strongly indicating it to be ss,
and U14 is also reactive with T2. V1 and T2 activity for nt A15
and A17 in predicted L1a suggests that they are ds. However,
there is no obvious base pairing partner for either nucleotide,
indicating that this pattern of activity may be a consequence of
interactions such as base stacking rather than Watson–Crick
base pairing (Ehresmann et al., 1987). A19 and C20 are both V1
reactive and could constitute alternative partners for base
pairing with G10 and U11 as suggested above. However, C20 is
also susceptible to T2 cleavage suggesting the hypothesized bp
is breathing or there is a kink in the phosphate backbone at this
point (Auron et al., 1982; Lowman and Draper, 1986; Vary and
Vournakis, 1984). This dual reactivity mirrors that seen for G10
and implies that these two bases are interacting. Together these
data indicate that the G10 to U23 regions are not in the
conformation predicted by the various computer models, and
tertiary or non-Watson–Crick interactions of A residues (A15
and A17) may be occurring in this region.
M-fold models L1b as an 11 nt bulged region (A24 to A34)
anchored by H1c and H1b. The Kinefold model predicts the
formation of a PK from U2 to A5 and A31 to U28. The lack of
V1 activity and susceptibility to T2 of nt U21 to A26 suggests
the 5′ end of this loop may be extended. G25 was consistently
susceptible to T1 cleavage defining it as being ss. Nucleotides
A27 to A30 display reactivity with V1 with stronger signal at
U28, signifying a ds character. This result for U28 to A30 isconsistent with the Kinefold prediction in which these bases are
part of a PK structure. A31 displayed no reactivity with either
V1 or T2 indicating that it is inaccessible to both enzymes, and
therefore cannot be precluded from being involved in the
predicted PK. T2 activity was also detected for residues A27 to
A30 indicating that if a PK is formed it is likely to be breathing.
A32 to A34 display activity with V1 and C33 and A34 are not
susceptible to T2 cleavage, but A32 shows weak reactivity. The
pattern of activity for these bases suggests two possibilities; C33
is weakly base paired with A32, or A32 and A34 are interacting
with other residues, possibly stacking with other A residues
(A15 and A17) and causing C33 to be susceptible to V1
digestion (Ehresmann et al., 1987). Nucleotides in SL1 that do
not behave as predicted by M-fold are highlighted in red in
Fig. 2B.
Chemical analysis of SL1 RNA structure
An interesting aspect of the enzymatic probing was the
unpredicted V1 activity in L1a and L1b. These A-rich regions
were predicted to be ss with few potential Watson–Crick base
pair partners. Therefore in order to refine our understanding of
SL1 structure we chose to examine the interactions of the A
residues in these predicted loops using DMS and DEPC
treatment of SL1+SL2 RNA. DMS reacts with N1 of adenosine
and N3 of cytosine when they are not involved in Watson–Crick
interactions, while DEPC reacts with N7 of adenosines that are
not involved in helices or stacking interactions (Brunel and
Romby, 2000; Ehresmann et al., 1987; Weeks and Crothers,
1993). Reverse transcription on treated RNA leads to stops at
modified bases allowing identification of specific interactions
for the different faces of adenosine bases.
The result of a representative DMS probing experiment is
shown in Fig. 3A. When SL1+SL2 RNA was treated under
native conditions (Fig. 3A, lane 2), the results indicate that
positions A34 through A26 are not protected and therefore
unlikely to be in typical Watson–Crick base pairs. This suggests
that if a PK exists, it is likely to be weak or possibly in dynamic
equilibrium with an alternate structure. A22 was not protected
under native conditions and there was a stop at U21 that is also
seen in the untreated sample (Fig. 3A, lane 1). There appears to
be protection of C20 and some protection of A19, lending
support to models in which these bases are paired with U11 and
G10. C16 and C18 are highly sensitive to DMS and A15 and
A17 are also unprotected in L1a. These data are consistent with
these nucleotides being a conformation that increases solvent
exposure of the Watson–Crick face of the cytosines at nt 16 and
18. C6 and C9 appear to be protected, as do C36 and C37 (Fig.
3A, lane 5) supporting the existence of H1b. A5 is not protected
which indicates that this base is not involved in a Watson–Crick
pair, or that the PK is unstable possibly interconverting with an
H1a-like structure leaving this base susceptible to DMS
modification. Partial protection of C41 (Fig. 3A, lane 5)
suggests that it is base paired supporting the presence of H1a.
Overall these data imply that very few of the A and C residues in
SL1 are in typical Watson–Crick base pairs. C6, C9, C36, and
C37 are base paired forming H1b. C20 also appears to be base
Fig. 4. Hypothesized structures based on enzymatic and chemical analyses.
Asterisks indicate A residues that appear to be involved in non-Watson–Crick
interactions.
Fig. 3. Chemical probing of SL1 RNA structure. (A) DMS analysis. RNA encompassing SL1 and SL2 of the SIN genome was used as a template for reverse
transcription with no treatment (lanes 1 and 4), following treatment with DMS under native (N) conditions (lanes 2 and 5), or following treatment under denaturing (D)
conditions (lanes 3 and 6). RT1 primer was used to generate reverse transcription products shown in lanes 1, 2, and 3. RT2 primer was used to generate reverse
transcription products shown in lanes 4, 5, and 6. (B) DEPC analysis. SL1+SL2 RNA was used as a template for reverse transcription with no treatment (lane 1),
following treatment with DEPC under denaturing (D) conditions (lane 2), or following treatment under native (N) conditions (lane 3). Products were separated on 10%
denaturing polyacrylamide gels and detected by phosphorimagery.
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weak or breathing.
The result of a representative DEPC probing experiment is
shown in Fig. 3B. Reverse transcription following DEPC
treatment under native conditions (Fig. 3B, lane 3) demonstrates
that A22, A30 to 32, and A34 are protected, while protection of
A26 and A27 is significantly reduced. These data correlate well
with RNase V1 and DMS reactivity suggesting non Watson–
Crick interactions such as stacking dominate in L1b. Additional
protection was observed in L1a adenosines (Fig. 3B, lane 3), but
stops in the C residues in control reactions without DEPC make
these harder to interpret (Fig. 3B, lane 1). There is a pattern
where carbethoxylated adenosines block RT in denaturing
reactions, but the C stops return in native reactions with a loss of
signal for protected A residues. Given this is the case, then it
appears that A15 and A17 are protected, but A19 is not, which
in combination with the DMS data indicates that A19 may be
base paired, but the bp is unstable or at the end of a helix making
it accessible to DEPC (Ehresmann et al., 1987). Additionally,
the A residue at position 5 is protected suggesting an interaction
along the N7 face of this base. Extensive protection of
adenosine residues in L1a and L1b suggests that stacking or
other tertiary interactions dominate throughout the predicted
single stranded regions of SL1.
We observed no discrepancies between the data from
enzymatic probing and chemical probing despite the absence
of cap on the probe RNA used for enzymatic probing, indicating
the cap structure has little effect on the conformation of SL1. As
a whole, the enzymatic and chemical probing data have allowed
us to formulate 2 distinct models for the conformation of SIN
SL1 (Fig. 4):Model 1: H1a forms between nt 2:43 and 4:41 with nt 5 and nt
39 and 40 bulged prior to a stable H1b from C6:G38
to C9:G35 as modeled by computer simulations. The
chemical data also show that while A5 is not base
paired, the N7 is protected possibly through stacking
with other A residues or other tertiary interactions.
H1c is 2 bp, G10:C20 and U11:A19 ending in a 7 nt
loop. This model for H1c is supported by both
enzymatic and chemical probing data. The predicted
loop L1b is extended at the 5′ end to include U21,
A22, and U23. This model predicts that V1 sensitivity
of A5, A15, A17, A30, A32, and A34 is caused by
non-Watson–Crick interactions (possibly stacking or
Hoogsteen pairing) of the A residues, supported by
their susceptibility to DMS and protection from
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M-fold prediction very similar to Model 1. The U11:
A19 base pair is present, L1a is extended from A12 to
C18, and L1b extends from U21 to A34.
Model 2: This is analogous to Model 1 with base pairing
between G10:C20 and U11:A19 forming H1c.
However, in this model, the 5′ residues U2 to A5
form a 4 bp PK with U28 to A31. Given the lack of
V1 or T2 activity for A31, it is difficult to assign a
specific interaction; however, the V1 activity
observed for U2 suggests a base pairing interaction.
Analysis of mutant SL1 RNA structure
In light of the structural data described above, RNAs
corresponding to SL1 with specific changes were generated and
the structure was analyzed by enzymatic probing. Residues that
displayed unpredicted cleavage properties in the context of wt
SL1 were targeted for change. Results from representative
enzymatic probing experiments using mutant SL1 RNAs are
presented in Fig. 5.
A5G
This sequence is identical to the AR339 sequence that is also
a wt isolate (McKnight and Lemon, 1996; Pfefferkorn and
Hunter, 1963). The presence of a G at this position in the
genome is associated with increased virulence (Lustig et al.,
1988; McKnight and Lemon, 1996). RNase T1 activity at G4
and G5 suggests that the 5′ terminus is more open than the wt
A5 RNA (Fig. 5A). RNase V1 activity increased at nt C6 and
G7, but was lost at the 5′ terminus. There were changes in V1
activity within L1b. V1 reactivity at U28 appears to slightly
decrease whereas activity at C29 increases, possibly indicating
that a PK involving a G5:U28 bp is leading to a weakening of
this interaction. RNase V1 reactivity isn't altered in L1a.
However, the loss of V1 activity from A32 to A34 shows that
this change is affecting interactions within L1b possibly as a
consequence of the loss of a stacking partner at position 5.
Weaker V1 activity at positions G35 and C36 indicates that the
A5G change destabilized H1b and there were still signs of an
interaction with the potential PK binding partners in L1b (U28
to A30).
G13C
We chose to study this mutation as G13 appears to be ss in
A5wt SL1, but is ds in all computer predictions. T2 activity
could be detected for A1 to G4 (Fig. 5B) implying that this
mutation has affected the structure of the 5′ end of the genome.
V1 activity was similar to wt (A5) in H1b ending at G10. V1
activity fell off sharply following L1b with weak signal from
U11 to U23 and an alternating pattern similar to wt (A5), but
much weaker in reactivity. V1 activity at A19 is particularly
reduced. T1 indicates that G25 remains ss. V1 activity is
generally reduced in L1b. V1 activity is lost at A27 and reduced
from U28 to A30. T2 activity is observable for C29 and A30.
V1 activity at nt A32 to A34 is significantly reduced. T1 also
indicates that G35 is more ss with the G13C present. Overallthese results suggest that G13 affects V1 and T2 activity in L1b
at nt A27 to A34. However, this was not an isolated change but
coincided with a weakening of V1 activity in L1a and predicted
H1c, and increased single stranded signature in the very 5′
residues, indicating that the 5′ terminus, G13, L1a, and L1b are
interacting in an interdependent manner.
A15C+A17C
As the A residues in predicted L1a displayed unexpected V1
reactivity and were protected from DEPC, this mutation was
designed to make L1a all cytosines and examine the effect on
the alternating 15/17/19 V1 digestion pattern observed with
A5wt. Weak V1 activity was observed at nt U3, G4, and A5;
however, residues 1–4 were also susceptible to T2 indicating
reduced base pairing within this region (Fig. 5C). Changes at 15
and 17 reduce RNase T1 sensitivity of G13 indicating that it is
ds while RNase V1 activity increases at C16 with activity at
positions 15 and 17, and weak activity at 18. The reason for the
decreased T1 activity at G13 and increased V1 activity at C16 is
not clear; however, it is possible that the increase in C residues
in L1a alters the base pairing interactions of G13 and G10. V1
signal at C20 is decreased and there is a corresponding increase
in T2 activity lending support to the hypothesis that the pre-
dicted G10:C20 base pair (Fig. 4) is disrupted in this mutant
RNA. V1 reactivity is also significantly reduced from C29 to
A34 coincident with an apparent increase in T2 sensitivity.
These data support the models in which A residues in L1a stack
with A residues at positions 32 and 34. However, these analyses
once again indicate that there are interdependent interactions
involving the 5′ terminus, L1a, L1b, and G13.
C16A+C18A
This mutation was designed to make L1a all adenosines and
determine the effect on L1a interactions observed with A5wt. A
pattern of V1 and T2 sensitivity was seen for the 5′ terminal
residues similar to that observed with A15C+A17C (Fig. 5D).
Once again H1b is intact. G13 has taken on more ds T1 pattern
and the V1 pattern has weakened at nt U11 while T2 sensitivity
of this nucleotide increased.WeakV1 activity was observed at nt
U14 and also nt A19 to U21 and U23. This result might suggest
that a weak H1c has reformed (as predicted by computer
algorithms); however, extensive T2 activity is observed from
G13 to C33 so H1c, if present, is unstable. The V1 pattern in L1b
was altered with loss of the C29 and A30 signals and weakening
of the A27 and U28 signals as seen for A15C+A17C. As with
A15C+A17C, these data indicate that L1a, L1b, and G13 are
involved in the formation of a higher order structure. However,
this mutation also points to the importance of the alternating
A–C pattern in predicted L1a for the formation of this structure
as V1 sensitivity is lost in L1a when this region is uniformly
adenosines, signifying a disruption of interactions in the absence
of intervening cytosines.
Δ28+29
This mutation was expected to disrupt the V1 signal in the
A27 to A30 region by deleting the 2 most reactive nt in L1b.
This mutation leaves H1b intact, but reduces the V1 activity on
Fig. 5. Enzymatic probing of mutant SL1 RNA. SL1 RNAs possessing specific mutations were analyzed using T1, V1 and T2 RNases as described in the text. Typical
gels for each RNA are shown with specific regions highlighted to compare with the wt (A5) SL1 RNA results. (A) A5G RNA, (B) G13C RNA, (C) A15C+A17C
RNA, (D) C16A+C18A RNA, (E) Δ28+29 RNA, (F) ΔL1b RNA.
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A1 to G4 (Fig. 5E). Nucleotides U11 to G13 display very little
V1 sensitivity and T1 activity at G13 was slightly reduced
relative to activity at the same position with A5 RNA. V1 signal
is reorganized in the L1a domain. Weak V1 activity from U14 to
C18 was observed, but the C16 signal was enhanced and the
alternating 15/17/19 pattern of activity was lost. Strong V1
reactivity was retained at A19 and C20 with weak activity from
U21 to U23. There was almost total loss of V1 activity from nt
A24 to A29*(A31 in wt, star indicates numbering past the
deletion) indicating that any interaction in this region was
disrupted by the Δ28+29 mutation. T2 activity was obvious at
nt G10, G13, and C20 with weak signals at U11 and A12.
Significant T2 reactivity continues from U14 through A29*.
Three major structural results occur from this mutation:
reduction of ds at the 5′ end, loss of L1b V1 signal, and a
rearrangement of L1a with enhanced V1 activity at C16 and a
strengthening of ds character at G13. The loss of double
stranded signature at the 5′ end in addition to the loss of V1
activity in L1b supports the model of PK formation between
these two regions. However, once again these data suggest that
interactions between L1b and the 5′ terminus also influence
G13 and L1a.
ΔL1b
This mutation was designed to remove the A27 to A30 and
the A32 to A34 V1 reactive regions by deletion of the predicted
11 nt bulged L1b. This significantly weakened the V1 signal at
C6 but increased it at C9 (Fig. 5F). However, H1b is essentially
intact. T1 analysis suggests that G4 becomes less ds and G13becomes more ds, but the latter was not confirmed by an
increase in V1 reactivity. No significant V1 activity could be
detected from U11 to C20. T2 activity was limited to nt G13
(weak) to C16 and A28* (A39 in wt). It is unclear why residues
U11, A12, and A17 to C20 are not susceptible to either V1 or
T2. Beyond the deletion junction, there were no significant
differences betweenΔL1b and A5wt. This is the most extensive
mutation analyzed and due to the lack of V1 and T2 activity at
numerous residues, is the most difficult to interpret. However, it
does appear that the loss of L1b reduces ds signature in the 5′
five residues supporting the formation of the predicted PK.
Additionally the increase in T2 activity at A15 and C16
coincident with a decrease in V1 activity provides support for a
non-Watson–Crick interaction between L1a and L1b in wt SL1.
It is apparent from these analyses that a complex structure is
forming in SL1 that probably involves tertiary interactions that
cannot be fully characterized using enzymatic analyses.
However, overall these analyses support the models proposed
above (Fig. 4). The data strongly indicate that the 5′ terminal
residues, G13, L1a, and L1b form a higher order structure with
the overall structure being dependent on the presence of each of
these elements. It should be noted that the chemical analyses of
wt SL1 (A5) suggest that if the PK does exist, there is
significant instability allowing susceptibility of A5 and C29 to
A31 to DMS. Additionally A5 is not sensitive to DEPC
treatment indicating a non-Watson–-Crick interaction involving
N7 of this base, and lending support for Model 1 in which this
base is involved in a non-Watson–Crick interaction, possibly
stacked with A residues in L1a and/or L1b giving rise to the
observed V1 activity in these loops (Fig. 4).
Fig. 6. Effects of mutations in SL1 on translation. Cells were transfected with a
genome analog RNA, with either wt or mutant SL1 sequence, in which firefly
luciferase is fused in frame with the first 86 amino acids of nsP1. Cells were
harvest 4 h post-transfection and luciferase activity was determined. Activity
from each of the mutant RNAs was determined as a proportion of the activity
from the wt RNA. This experiment was repeated on three separate occasions.
The average activities from four independent experiments are presented
graphically with standard deviations.
Fig. 7. Effects of mutations in SL1 on minus-strand RNA synthesis. Products of
in vitro minus-strand RNA synthesis reactions (see Materials and methods)
using wt and mutant template RNAs were separated on an agarose-phosphate
gel following denaturation. RNA products were detected by phosphorimagery
and quantified relative to wt. A typical gel is shown. The experiment was
performed on three separate occasions and the average minus-strand activity for
each mutant RNA is shown beneath the respective lane along with standard
deviations.
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In order to understand how the 5′ terminal RNA structure
affects SIN genome function, we measured translation driven by
the SIN 5′ end in vivo. The 5′ end of the SIN genome from nt
1–318 was fused in frame with firefly luciferase. Therefore
luciferase expression is linked to translational initiation at the
start of nsP1. Time course experiments were performed to
determine the optimal times for harvesting cells during future
experiments. Capped RNA possessing the wt 5′ region
(SINnsP1:luc) was transfected into BHK-21 cells. Cells were
harvested at hourly intervals and luciferase activity measured.
Following the first harvest time (1 h), transfection medium was
removed from all cells and replaced with medium containing no
RNA. Replicate transfected cells were harvested at hourly
intervals for 6 h post-transfection. Several repetitions of this
experiment demonstrate that the maximal activity is observed at
3–4 h following transfection (data not shown). Activity was
always found to decline by 5 h and this presumably reflects the
combined RNA and luciferase degradation rate under these
conditions. The cap-dependent nature of translation was
examined by comparing luciferase activity following transfec-
tion of capped and uncapped wt SINnsP1:luc RNA. Uncapped
RNAyielded 100-fold less luciferase activity when compared to
a capped RNA (data not shown) confirming the cap-dependent
nature of translation driven by the SIN genomic 5′ UTR.
Experiments comparing translation from mutant and wt (A5)
RNA were performed. Cells were harvested at 4 h post-
transfection and luciferase levels were determined. Averaged
results of four independent experiments are shown in Fig. 6.
These data are presented as an average ratio of luciferase
activity compared to A5 activity along with standard deviations.With the exception of ΔL1b, all mutations in SL1 caused a
modest increase in translation compared to wt (A5). Deletion of
L1b caused translation to drop by approximately 30%.
Structurally each of the mutations caused an increase in
single-strandedness at the 5′ terminus of SL1. This may imply
that an increase in single-strandedness leads to an increase in
translational efficiency. One could speculate that this is due to
enhanced availability of the 5′ cap structure during initiation.
Effects of mutations in SL1 on minus-strand synthesis
SL1 has previously been demonstrated to be required for
efficient minus-strand synthesis, and may constitute the main
recognition element for the viral minus-strand replicase (Frolov
et al., 2001). The mutations studied above were introduced into
a SIN genome analog and their effect on minus-strand synthesis
was determined using an in vitro assay (Lemm et al., 1998).
Fig. 7 shows results of a representative minus-strand
synthesis experiment. The A5G change resulted in three-fold
decrease in minus-strand synthesis compared to A5 template
RNA. This is interesting in that the presence of a G at po-
sition 5 is seen in more pathogenic isolates of SIN. G13C and
A15C+A17C resulted in a significant increase in minus-strand
synthesis. These data indicate that G13 and the A residues at nt
15 and 17 are important in forming a structure that negatively
regulates minus-strand RNA synthesis. It is possible that coaxial
stacking interactions between A15 and A17 with A residues in
L1b force G13 into a single-stranded conformation forming a
structure that inhibits minus-strand RNA synthesis. Disruption
of this structure leads to an increase in template activity.
C16A+C18A and Δ28+29 did not cause significant
changes in the ability of the RNA to template minus-strand
synthesis. Deletion of L1b had the most dramatic effect on
minus-strand synthesis reducing it to almost undetectable
levels. These data indicate that L1b and/or the structure it
forms are essential for minus-strand synthesis. In conjunction
with the neutral effect of Δ28+29, the effect of deleting L1b
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required for minus-strand synthesis, but the A-rich loop with its
potential for tertiary interactions is important for replicase
function. Additionally G13C and the A residues in L1a are
required for regulating minus-strand synthesis. The presence of
a 5′ cap structure had no affect on minus-strand RNA synthesis
(data not shown).
Effects of mutations in SL1 on virus growth
To determine the effects of mutations in SL1 on virus
growth, each mutation was introduced into the viral genome and
virus was generated by transfection of in vitro transcribed
genomic RNA into BHK-21 cells. One step growth curves were
generated for each virus in both BHK-21 (Fig. 8A) and C6/36
(Fig. 8B) cells.
The A5 and A5G viruses grew to high titers in both cell-lines
as would be expected since both are wild-type sequences (HR
and AR339 respectively). This result also demonstrates that a
significant decrease in minus-strand synthesis (Fig. 3, A5G)Fig. 8. One-step growth curves for viruses with mutations in SL1 in (A) BHK-21
and (B) C6/36 cells. Virus titer (pfu/ml) is plotted against time post-infection (h).does not necessarily affect virus yield. All mutant viruses were
decreased in their growth in C6/36 cells with A15C+A17C
being over 2-logs reduced in virus production. Interestingly the
A15C+A17C virus has a small plaque phenotype that fails to
phenotypically revert over a limited number (3) of passages (data
not shown). The effects of the mutations in BHK-21 cells was
less severe; however, it is interesting to note that the two
mutations that caused an increase in minus-strand RNA
synthesis resulted in a decrease in viral growth kinetics and
overall virus production. This result implies that over production
of minus-strand RNA has a detrimental effect on virus yield.
While this has not been shown, one might hypothesize that an
increase in minus-strand synthesis would lead to an increase in
double stranded RNA in the infected cell and a rapid stimulation
of host cell response to infection in both vertebrate and mosquito
cells (Gale and Katze, 1998; Galiana-Arnoux et al., 2006).
The ΔL1b mutation that caused the most severe reduction in
minus-strand synthesis did not significantly reduce virus growth
in BHK-21 cells, but did cause a 1–2 log reduction in C6/36
cells. Given the severe effect on minus-strand synthesis, the
mild effect on virus growth is somewhat surprising. However, it
should be noted that genomes with this mutation gave rise to a
mixed plaque phenotype following transfection implying rapid
reversion (data not shown). As this mutation is an 11 nt deletion,
reversion is unlikely to be direct. Revertant viruses are currently
being characterized.
Mutations in this region of the genome are also likely to
manifest effects at the level of genomic RNA synthesis as a
consequence of changing the 3′ end of the minus-strand. While
we are aware of this possibility, the focus of the work performed
was to determine the effects of structural changes in the 5′ SL1
on genome function. Further work to obtain structural
information for the 3′ end of the minus-strand will be required
in order to assess the effects of mutation on plus-strand RNA
synthesis in an informed manner.
Discussion
It is apparent from the structural studies presented that
computer predictions have not provided an accurate picture of
the secondary and tertiary interactions occurring in SL1 of the
SIN genome. The 5′ end of the SL1 appears to be interacting
with L1b, possibly through a PK-like structure, although
sensitivity of A5 to DMS treatment and protection from DEPC
indicates that a non-Watson–Crick interaction may be
occurring, possibly involving other A residues. G13, predicted
to be base paired, is apparently single-stranded, probably as a
consequence of non-Watson–Crick interactions of the sur-
rounding adenosine residues. The adenosine interactions in
predicted L1a and L1b play a very important role in
determining the overall structure of this element, and it is
likely through interactions of these bases that the tertiary
structure of SL1 is defined. While a complete picture of the
structure of SL1 cannot be obtained using the methods
employed, our data most readily support the models presented
in Fig. 4, with the possibility of dynamic interconversion
occurring between these structures.
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sequence to 5′ terminus of defective SIN genomes with mutant
5′ UTR can restore the ability to replicate (Gorchakov et al.,
2004). Computer predictions indicated that these additions are
single-stranded leading to the hypothesis that single-stranded-
ness at the 5′ terminus is necessary for genome function. Our
enzymatic analyses indicate the 5′ terminus of the SIN genome
is not unstructured seemingly contradicting previous reports.
However, data presented in this manuscript demonstrate the
importance of non-Watson–Crick interactions in the structure of
SL1 and genome function. It is possible that the A–U additions
contribute to 5′ structure in an unpredicted way rather than
simply being single-stranded. Another possibility is that the A–
U sequences restore the binding of an essential host or viral
protein in a manner completely distinct from wt SL1.
The structure of SL1 plays a significant role in genome
function. Specific mutations that disrupt the structure affect both
translation and minus-strand synthesis. However, the simple
hypothesis that mutations would affect these processes inversely
does not hold. Certain mutations that increase the capacity of the
genome as an mRNA also increase its capacity as a template for
RNA synthesis (G13C and A15C+A17C). These experiments
were specifically designed to reduce the analyses to a single
macromolecular synthetic process, and it is probable that the
effects of mutations may be different in a complex system in
which both translation and minus-strand synthesis can occur.
It is apparent from the results with the A5G change that low
levels of minus-strand RNA synthesis are not necessarily
detrimental to virus production (A5G). Other changes in SL1
led to a decrease in virus growth particularly in mosquito cells.
While effects on genomic RNA synthesis cannot be precluded
from being the major reason for these growth defects, results
from the G13C and A15C+A17C mutations indicate that over
production of minus-strand RNA may, at least in part, be
responsible for a decrease in virus growth. As mentioned above,
this may be a consequence of premature activation of innate
intracellular responses to infection due to high levels of ds RNA
(Gale and Katze, 1998). These results also imply that the 5′ end
of the genome is important for regulating the level of minus-
strand synthesis. A major role of SL1 appears to be the
recruitment of minus-strand replicase; the data presented here
indicate that modulating the level of minus-strand synthesis is
also crucial during virus replication. A speculation that extends
beyond the data presented is that the role of the A5G
polymorphism in regulating pathogenesis rests at the level of
minus-strand synthesis (McKnight et al., 1996). If the G5
containing genome is capable of producing low levels of minus-
strand RNA while simultaneously not affecting translation of
nonstructural proteins or plus-strand genomic RNA synthesis,
this may allow the infection to go undetected for a longer period
of time in cells due to the lack of ds RNA preventing stimulation
of the cellular antiviral response (Gale and Katze, 1998). This
may ultimately lead to a more pathogenic infection in
vertebrates as virus production is not inhibited, but the host
response to infection is delayed. This evasion of host response
may be even more important in mosquito cells in which it is
assumed that the RNAi response is likely to play a central role inthe control of the infection (Galiana-Arnoux et al., 2006). By
controlling the amount of ds RNA in the cell, the virus may
again evade detection by the RNAi response long enough to
establish persistence and be transmitted.
While the 5′ SL1 of the SIN genome is not absolutely
required for genome function and virus production and
mutations in this region are either tolerated or their effects
suppressed by second-site changes, it is apparent that for
optimal virus replication in both vertebrate and mosquito cells
wt SL1 (either A5 or G5) is required (Gorchakov et al., 2004;
Niesters and Strauss, 1990). Further studies to understand how
this element regulates translation and minus-strand synthesis,
and how minus-strand synthesis relates to virus production will
be of significant interest.
The techniques used for RNA structural analyses presented
precluded the analysis of long-range base pairing interactions
as observed in other systems (Alvarez et al., 2005; Hu et al.,
2007; Lindenbach et al., 2002; You et al., 2001). Given the role
of SL1 in minus-strand synthesis, and therefore a presumed
interaction with the 3′ end of the genome, the question of
whether this structure is an accurate reflection of SL1 in the
context of the whole viral genome in infected cells can be
raised. Enzymatic analyses were performed using RNA
corresponding to SL1+SL2 in addition to SL1 alone and no
differences were observed in the cleavage patterns. Preliminary
chemical analysis of full-length genomic RNA provided
patterns of protection in SL1 the same as those seen with
SL1+SL2 RNA (data not shown). In an infected cell, it is
probable that intermolecular interactions within this region are
essential for efficient genome replication as has been seen in
other positive-sense RNA virus systems (Andino et al., 1990;
Barton et al., 2001; Bedard and Semler, 2004; Chen et al.,
2001; Herold and Andino, 2001). These interactions along with
possible intramolecular interactions almost certainly alter the
structure from that seen with naked RNA; however, this
preliminary characterization of the SL1 structure provides a
starting point for the identification of residues and structures
necessary for optimal genome function.
Materials and methods
Cells and viruses
BHK-21 (American Type Culture Collection, Rockville
Maryland) were cultured in α-MEM (GIBCO) supplemented
with 8% fetal bovine serum and vitamins. Sindbis virus stocks
were generated by transfection of in vitro transcribed wtSIN
RNA (see below) into BHK-21. Cells were monitored for GFP
activity and at 24 h post-transfection medium was removed and
virus titers were determined.
C6/36 cells (American Type Culture Collection, Rockville
Maryland) were cultured in L-15 medium (GIBCO) supple-
mented with 10% fetal bovine serum that had been heated to
60 °C for 25 min. Titers of SIN generated in C6/36 cells were
determined on BHK-21 cells.
Recombinant vaccinia viruses capable of expressing T7-
dependent RNA polymerase, the SIN polyprotein P123CNS, and
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cells cultured in DMEM (GIBCO) supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum, non-essential amino acids and vitamins (Fuerst et
al., 1986; Lemm et al., 1998; Lemm et al., 1994; Shirako and
Strauss, 1994). The titer of each vaccinia virus was determined
by plaque assay on BSC-40 cells.
Plasmids and constructs
Plasmids pwtSIN was the kind gift of Ilya Frolov (cons-
truction described by Frolova et al., 2002). RNA transcribed
from this plasmid results in a SIN genome expressing GFP from
a second copy of the subgenomic promoter. Plasmids pwt(+)
encoding a SIN genome analog virus have been described in
detail previously (Hardy and Rice, 2005). Site-specific muta-
tions and deletions were generated using a QuikChange II Site
Directed Mutagenesis kit and complementary pairs of oligonu-
cleotides encoding the desired mutation (Stratagene).
Fusion of nsP1 and luciferase was performed by Quik-
Change mutagenesis of p5′SIN3′SIN (Frolov et al., 2001) at nt
C318G to create a 2nd NcoI restriction site with the resulting
plasmid designated pSIN2NcoI.luc. Digestion of pSIN2NcoI.
luc with NcoI followed by ligation generated pSINnsP1:luc in
which 432 nt of p5′SIN3′SIN were deleted and sequence
encoding the first 86 amino acids of nsP1 were fused with
luciferase making luciferase expression directly dependent
upon nsP1 translation.
RNA transcriptions
Mutant and wt versions of pwt(+) plasmids were linearized
with BsgI, and plasmids pwtSIN and pSINnsP1:luc were
linearized with EcoRI for runoff transcriptions. Templates for
preparing SL1 RNA (nt 1–45) were generated by MfeI
digestion of pwt(+) or mutant variants. Templates for preparing
SL1+SL2 RNA (nt 1–167) were generated with pwt(+) or
mutant variants by PCR with 5′ oligonucleotides complemen-
tary to the SP6 promoter and 3′ oligonucleotides complemen-
tary to nt 150–167 of the SIN cDNA. PCR amplification was
performed using high fidelity Triple Master polymerase
(Brinkmann-Eppendorf).
Products of PCR amplification and DNA digestions were
used directly in transcription reactions. RNA was transcribed
using standard protocols and SP6 RNA polymerase (New
England Biolabs). Cap analog was present in transcription
reactions for the production of full length SIN and SIN/GFP (+)
strand RNA, nsP1:luc replicon RNA, and Mini1(+) replicon
RNA (New England Biolabs). Cap analog was excluded from
transcription reactions for the production short RNA molecules,
SL1 or SL1+SL2 RNA, used for RNA structural assays.
Transcription reactions were diluted into DNaseI buffer and
DNA templates were removed by DNaseI (Promega) digestion.
Integrity and yield of capped RNA transcripts were monitored
by agarose gel electrophoresis. RNA products were purified by
phenol-chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation. Pre-
cipitated RNAwas dissolved in H2O to a final concentration of
1 μg/μl as determined by spectrophotometry.Uncapped RNA was diluted into DNaseI buffer and DNA
templates were removed by DNaseI (Promega) digestion, and 5′
phosphate groups were removed with calf intestinal phospha-
tase (New England Biolabs). Dephosphorylated RNA was
purified by phenol–chloroform extraction and ethanol pre-
cipitation. RNA was resuspended in 1× kinase buffer (67 mM
Tris, pH 8.0, 10 mM Mg(C2H3O2)2, 10 mM DTT) supplemen-
ted with 10 μCi of [γ-32P]-ATP and 2U of polynucleotide
kinase (PNK, New England Biolabs). Labeled RNA was
separated on a 15% polyacrylamide-urea-TBE gel, and RNA
was visualized by BioMax film (Kodak). The appropriate sized
RNA bands were excised from the gel and the gel fragment was
crushed in 300 mM NaC2H3O2 and 1 mM EDTA. Crushed gel
slurry was passed through a 0.2 μm syringe filter followed by
ethanol precipitation. Cerenkov counting in a Hewlett-Packard
Tri-Carb Liquid scintillation counter model 2100TR was used
to quantify labeled RNA.
Enzymatic analysis of RNA structure
RNA folding simulations of the 5′ region of the SINV
genome were performed using the M-fold algorithm, the Vienna
RNA secondary structure server, and the Kinefold RNA server
(Hofacker, 2003; Xayaphoummine et al., 2003; Zuker, 2003).
Each package utilizes different types of algorithms for structural
predictions. The possibility of alternative base pairs and ribose
H-bonding is not explored by these programs. Kinefold allows
prediction of some classes of tertiary interaction including
pseudoknots. Simulations were performed with RNA sequence
information for all know strains of Sindbis virus ranging in size
from 45 to 351 nt in length. Computer predictions were
performed with and without the 5′ guanosine residue that is
added during SP6 transcription.
RNase T1, V1 (Ambion), and T2 (Invitrogen) were used to
determine the secondary structure of the 5′ region of the SIN
genome. All RNase digestions and chemical reactions included
10 μg of poly(I:C) and 5000 cpm of labeled probe RNA in a
final volume of 10 μl. T1 sequencing reactions were heated to
55 °C for 5 min in 1× denaturing buffer (20 mM Sodium citrate
(pH 5.1), 1 mM EDTA, 7 M urea), placed on ice for 3 min, and
allowed to equilibrate for 10 min at room temperature (RT,
22–23 °C). RNase T1 was diluted into 1× denaturing buffer
and RNA samples were digested with 0.4 U, 0.2 U, and 0.1 U
of T1 for 15 min at RT. T1 structural reactions were prepared
without buffer and heated to 75 °C for 5 min, placed on ice, and
ice cold 10× structure buffer was added to a 1× final
concentration (10 mM Tris (pH 7.0), 100 mM KCl, 10 mM
MgCl2). Samples remained on ice for 3 min and were allowed
to equilibrate for 10 min at room temperature. RNase T1 was
diluted into 1× structure buffer and RNA samples were
digested with 0.4 U, 0.2 U, and 0.1 U of T1 for 15 min at
room temperature. Reactions with V1 (0.002 U, 0.001 U, and
0.0005 U) and T2 (0.008 U, 0.004 U, and 0.002 U) were
performed in the same manner in 10 mM Tris (pH 7), 100 mM
KCl, 10 mM MgCl2. RNase digestions were stopped by adding
40 μl of precipitation buffer (90% EtOH and 300 mM
NaC2H3O2) and placing the mixture at −80 °C. Digested
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resuspended in 7 μl of formamide load buffer (95% formamide,
20 mM EDTA). Alkaline Hydrolysis reactions were prepared in
5 μl of 1× AH buffer (50 mM Sodium carbonate (pH 9.2),
1 mM EDTA) and heated to 95 °C for 5 or 10 min. Hydrolysis
reactions were stopped by adding 10 μl of formamide load
buffer and placing them at −80 °C. Samples were separated on
20% polyacrylamide-urea-TBE, vacuum dried, and visualized
with a Typhoon 9200 phosphorimaging system (Amersham
Biosciences) and analyzed with ImageQuant 5.2 software
(Amersham Biosciences).
RNase T1 and T2 fragments run faster than RNase V1
fragments due to the presence of 3′ phosphoryl groups
following cleavage of the phosphodiester bond; this is more
apparent with products of T1 digestion and small products of T2
digestion (Brown and Bevilacqua, 2005). RNase T1 and T2
digested samples were precipitated and resuspended in 1× PNK
buffer with 2U of PNK. Under these conditions, PNK removes
the 3′ phosphoryl group allowing unambiguous determination
of fragment size (Brown and Bevilacqua, 2005) and confirma-
tion of the identity of the residue at which digestion occurred.
Chemical analysis of RNA structure
DMS and DEPC were obtained from Sigma. Chemical
probing reactions were prepared with 2 μg of capped unlabeled
RNA (SL1+SL2), 10 μg of poly(I)(C), in 20 μl volumes with
appropriate buffers (Brunel and Romby, 2000). Native buffers
used for DMS andDEPC reactions included 5mMMgCl2, while
denaturing reactions were prepared in buffers lackingMgCl2 and
supplemented with 1mMEDTA. Reactionmixtures were heated
to 75 °C, placed on ice for 3 min, and equilibrated at RT for
10 min. Reactions were started by addition of DMS to 63 μM or
DEPC to 610 μM and incubated at RT for native conditions and
90 °C for denaturing conditions. Reactions were stopped by
addition of a final volume of 70%EtOH and 300mMNaC2H3O2
and placing on ice for 15 min. Samples were precipitated twice,
dried, and resuspended in 10 μl of water. Control reactions were
prepared by incubation of reaction mixtures in native buffer
without addition of chemical probes. Ladders were prepared by
partial alkaline hydrolysis of target RNA.
Oligonucleotide primers RT1 and RT2 that are complemen-
tary to nt 41 to 59 or nt 63 to 80, respectively, were 32P-end
labeled and 2.5×104 cpm of each was annealed to samples and
controls. Superscript II reverse transcriptase was obtained from
Invitrogen and reverse transcription reactions were performed
according to the manufacturer's protocol. Reverse transcription
reactions were stopped by adding 0.7 volumes of a formamide
loading dye. Samples were heated to 90 °C and separated on
15% polyacrylamide gels with 7 M urea. Gels were dried and
analyzed as described above.
In vivo translation assay
BHK-21 cells were grown until 80–90% confluent in 60 mm
culture dishes. Cell cultures were washed with PBS and
transfection mixtures containing 12 μl of Lipofectamine2000(Invitrogen) and 2 μg of nsP1:luc RNA in 1.5 ml of Opti-MEM
medium (GIBCO) were added. One hour post-transfection cells
were washed with PBS and the medium replaced. Cells were
harvested 4 h post-transfection. Cells were washed 2 times with
4 °C PBS, and 300 μl of 1× lysis buffer (Invitrogen) was added
and incubated at RT for 15 min. Cells were scraped into the
buffer and centrifuged for 1 min at 12,000×g, and supernatants
were stored at 4 °C. Luciferase activity was determined by
mixing 10 μl of supernatant with 50 μl of luciferase reaction
buffer (Invitrogen) in 96 well plates. Activity levels were
determined using a Synergy HT Fluorimeter model SIAFRTD
(BIOTEK) and a KC4 v3.4 software package designed for PCs
(BIOTEK). Luciferase activity was normalized to total protein
in cell free extracts. Protein concentrations were determined
with a Bicinchoninic acid protein assay kit with compatibility
reagent to reduce interference from detergents and reducing
agents present in extracts (Pierce).
Cell fractionation
The protocol for the generation of membrane fractions from
cells in which the SIN minus-strand synthesis complex is
expressed has been described in detail previously (Lemm et al.,
1998). Briefly, 1×108 BHK-21 cells were infected with an m.o.
i. of 10 with recombinant vaccinia viruses expressing T7 RNA
polymerase, SIN polyprotein P123C NS with an inactive
protease, and SIN nsP4 with an amino-terminal ubiquitin
fusion. Cells were harvested into a hypotonic buffer 6 h post-
infection and homogenized. Nuclei were removed by a slow
speed centrifugation (900×g). Post-nuclear homogenates were
centrifuged at 15,000×g and pellets (P15) were resuspended in
120 μl of hypotonic buffer plus 15% glycerol and stored at
−80 °C. P15 fractions were checked by western blot for SIN
protein content, and for RNA synthetic activity using the in
vitro minus-strand activity assay described below.
In vitro minus-strand synthesis assay
Standard reaction mixtures for minus-strand activity assays
contained 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.8); 50 mM KCl; 3.5 mM
MgCl2; 10 mM dithiothreitol; 10 μg actinomycin-D per ml;
1 mM ATP, GTP, UTP; 40 μMCTP; 1 mCi [α-32P]-CTP per ml
(800 Ci/mmol, Perkin Elmer); 800 units RNasin per ml; 1 μg
template RNA; 15 μg total protein from a P15; and H2O to total
volume of 50 μl (Lemm et al., 1998). Reactions were incubated
at 30 °C for 60 min at which point 5 units of alkaline
phosphatase was added and incubation continued for 20 min.
Reactions were terminated by addition of SDS to 2.5% and
proteinase K to 100 μg/ml. RNA was isolated by phenol/
chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitated. RNA samples
were denatured with glyoxal, separated by agarose electrophor-
esis, and visualized by phosphorimagery.
Virus production analysis
Aliquots from P0 samples were used to infect fresh cultures
of BHK-21 cells at an m.o.i. of 10. One hour post-infection,
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2 h intervals, supernatant was harvested and stored at −80 °C.
Cultures were washed and fresh medium was added and this
process was repeated up to 12 h. Titers from each sample at each
time point were determined on BHK-21 cells and plotted
against time (Lemm et al., 1990).
Experiments with C6/36 cells was performed in L-15
medium as described above except incubations were at 30 °C
and samples were taken out to 24 h post-infection.
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